
Vintage Logistics



A perfect combination of
experience and forward thinking,
we develop innovative and cost-

saving solutions to solve your
company's supply chain challenges

and needs.

Experienced in managing ground, air
and ocean logistics needs. Able to

apply personalized service on each
shipment. Specialized personnel

focused on having better control to
avoid time loss.

As a full-spectrum logistics
company, we offer world class

expertise, supported by industry-
leading technology, innovative

processes and a committed team
of professionals. 

Vintage Logistics



A key factor that our company offers, is the ability
to provide different types of ground transportation
i.e.: Small Package, LTL, LTL guarantee, in transit
shipment rescue, FTL, Intermodal, milk run,
consolidation strategic point and hotshot services. 

The ability to consolidate shipments at our Livonia MI/ El
Paso TX/ Bradford ON CA facilities, tenders an advantage
that no other competition can do by offering a complete
repertoire of ground services. Avoid same day multiple
pickups, optimized load factor by combining multiple
customers shipments.

Express Delivery Service



LTL
SHIPPING

Standard
Volume Quote
Partial
Hazmat
Temperature Control
Guarenteed
Expedited
In transit shipment recovery

Services
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FTL
SHIPPING

Dry Van
Temperature control
Door 2 Door
Single and Team Driver
Intermodal
Direct/ Indirect

HOT SHOT
Time sensitive deliveries
Control Cost

SPECIALIZED
Flatbeds
Lowboys
Drop Decks
Crane & Rigging

ADITIONAL SERVICES
Domestic and International Airfreight
Domestic and International Charters
Domestic and International Hand Carriers

Rail Road-Tank Cars - Gondola
Ocean Freight FCL / LCL 
Storage for Long and short term

Distribution US-Mexico-Canada
Services through all Mexico gateways



Vintage Shipment Management consign to
Vintage facility for Consolidation, Inspection
and Staging purposesVINTAGE TRANSPORT INC

Monarch Tracking is a GPS tracking manufacturer providing
Internet-based access to LIVE vehicle tracking. 
Provide insight via real-time maps, vehicle location lists, alerts,
graphs, messages, landmark visits

Shipments are consolidated on ONE master
BOL and deliver to Customer’s broker as
one shipment, thus; immediate saving
impact 

Consolidation, Inspection, Master BOL
Creation and Delivery at $0 cost, if Vintage
provides shipment management from origin 


